
XBow Series
Precision Pliers & Cutters

Swiss Made



We’re pleased to introduce our new,  XBow Series, line of precision cutters and pliers.  Designed and manufactured in 
Switzerland, these tools meet the very demanding needs of bench jewelers, metalsmiths and chainmaille artists and 
are of the high quality you’ve come to expect from Xuron Corporation.

•Manufactured from high quality ball bearing steel.   •Cutters are heat treated to 63 Rc and Pliers to 45 Rc.
•Smooth, non-glare satin finish.   •Lap joint with screw for strength and perfect blade alignment.

•Stainless Steel, dual leaf spring.   •Ergonomic grip design.
•Lifetime warranty against defects in material and/or workmanship when used as recommended.

XBow Series

Short Chain Nose Pliers - E6021
Short smooth jawed chain nose 
pliers;  for bending, forming 
and grasping wires / jump rings.
Jaw length - 20mm

Long Chain Nose Pliers - E6021
Long smooth jawed chain nose pliers; 
for reaching into small spaces, bending, 
forming and grasping wires, findings,
and jump rings.
Jaw length - 30mm

Stout Chain Nose Pliers - E6023S
Extra strong smooth jawed, robust chain
nose pliers; excellent for reaching into
small spaces and hearty enough to
do the heavy lifting.
Jaw length - 28mm

Needle Nose Pliers - E6025
Incredibly fine precise smooth jawed
pliers; perfect for ultra tiny wire projects.
Strong enough for demanding wire 
and metal forming tasks.
Jaw length - 30mm

Short Flat Nose Pliers - E6011
Strong, wide, flat smooth jawed pliers;
perfect for working with heavy gauges
of wire and chainmaille.
Jaw length - 20mm

Long Flat Nose Pliers - E6013
Smooth jawed flat pliers provide maximum
jaw surface area; perfect for 
chainmaille, sheet metal, and heavy
gauges of wire.
Jaw length - 30mm

Bent Chain Nose Pliers - E6023B
All the benefits of the long chain nose 
pliers with the addition of a small bend
at the tip.  Allowing the wrist to
remain in a neutral position and
access to small spaces.
Jaw length - 30mm

Round Nose Pliers - E6041
Ultra precise, round tips.
Excellent for making perfect tiny loops.
Jaw length - 24mm

  XBow Pliers



  XBow Cutters
XBow Cutters are available in three different sizes and 
three cut variations. 

Cutter Head Size
Small - Slim shape and optimum balance between 
durability and accessibility.
Large - Strong and durable, for intense cutting opera-
tions.
Extra Large - Extremely strong and durable designed 
for most intense cutting operations.

Types of Cut
Semi-Flush - Designed to cut heavy gauges and have 
a lasting blade edge.
Flush - Designed to cut a range of heavy to finer gaug-
es and results in an almost flat cut.
Full-Flush- Designed to cut medium to finer gauges 
and provides the smoothest flattest cut.

Oval Head Cutters
Strong and durable.  The oval
head has more mass and 
therefore can accommodate 
heavy gauges.

Cutter - Part #- (Max Gauge)
Small Flush - E5141 - (17ga)
Small Full-Flush - E5142 - (18ga)
Large Flush - E5151 - (14ga)
Large Full-Flush - E5152 - (17ga)
XL Semi-Flush - E5160L - (9ga)
XL Flush - E5161L - (10ga)
XL Full-Flush - E5162L - (10ga)

Tapered Head Cutters
Narrower blade tips are excellent 
for cutting close in hard to reach 
areas.

Cutter - Part #- (Max Gauge)
Small Flush - E5341 - (18ga)
Small Full-Flush - E5342 - (20ga)
Large Flush - E5351- (17ga)
Large Full-Flush - E5352 - (18ga)

Tapered & Relieved Head 
Cutters

Micro Tip Cutters
Long narrow jaws with sharp blades
at the tip and a deep relief provide
an exceptionally low  profile for 
cutting in tight spaces.

Cutter - Part #- (Max Gauge)
15° Micro Tip - E5233 - (20ga)
Oblique Micro Tip - E5234 - (20ga)
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Pointed head shape and deep
relief create a very low profile;
providing maximum
accessibility when space is
limited.  
A good choice for prong cutting.

Cutter - Part #- (Max Gauge)
Small Flush - E5541- (17ga)
Small Full-Flush - E5542 - (20ga)

https://www.facebook.com/XuronCorp/
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